Abstract
Introduction
Compressive Sensing (CS), also called Compressive Sampling, involves sampling signal in a nontraditional way-each observation is obtained by projecting the signal onto a randomly chosen vector. According to this theory, if a signal is sparse or compressive in some basis, only a few observations are needed to preserve the structure and relative information of the signal [1] [2] . Based on the theory, signal can be reconstructed from "random projections", even when the number of observations is far less than the ambient signal dimension [3] [4] , reducing the pressure of wideband signal processing to a great extent.
While most research on CS has focused on the reconstruction of signal and image or other related areas [5] [6] [7] , this is frequently not necessary. For instance, in many signal processing applications, signal is acquired only for the purpose of making a detection decision [8, 9] . It would be a waste to detect a signal after reconstruction. Based on that, as literature [10, 11] point out, CS is effective for statistical inference tasks, solving signal detection problem through extracting information from a small number of incoherent projections without reconstructing signal.
As for the detection algorithms available, literature [12] proposes a detection algorithm based on matching pursuit. The algorithm extracts information directly from sampling value acquired by CS to solve signal detection problem. Compared with exactly reconstructing signal, the algorithm requires less sampling values with less complexity. However, according to the algorithm, the threshold as judgment criterion is acquired by Monte Carlo simulations, which takes too much time, affecting detection efficiency. Based on that, this paper proposes a detection algorithm to detect known signal in noise based on location information of sparse coefficients. The algorithm uses the correlation of location information of sparse coefficients as judgment criterion to complete detection. Simulation shows, compared with traditional algorithm under the same circumstances, the algorithm this paper introduced can complete detection rapidly without reducing success rate. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on CS. Section 3 proposes an algorithm based on location information of sparse coefficients. Section 4 gives the results of simulation, and Section 5 concludes with directions for the future work.
Background of signal detection base on CS and analysis

CS theory
CS is a new approach of information acquisition, a method of sampling and reconstruction based on sparse signal representation, incoherent measurement matrix and approximation theory. It was first introduced by Donoho and his colleagues in 2004, published in 2006. According to the theory, as long as the signal is sparse or compressive in some basis, much lower sample rate than the Nyquist sampling theorem is required to obtain structure information of the signal and exactly reconstruct the signal through reconstruction algorithm [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . A great significance is brought to data transmission, storing and processing.
CS theory consists of two aspects: to obtain observation by projecting the signal onto a randomly chosen vector and to reconstruct the signal through reconstruction algorithm. Let   is incoherent with transform basis  [3] . The key to signal reconstruction is to figure out the sparse representation in domain  of x . We can find an solution with sparse structure by means of 0
Owing to the optimization problem in form (2) being a NP-hard (Nondeterministic Polynomial-time hard) problem, 0 l restrict should be replaced by 1 l restrict [1, 5] :
It is evident that sampling values preserve the structure and relative information of original signal, so there is no necessity to reconstruct the original signal, we can just complete detection by extracting information from sampling values through detection algorithm.
CS detection algorithm based on matching pursuit and analysis
The detection aim in this paper is to distinguish between two hypotheses by processing CS sampling values directly without reconstructing the signal themselves. To distinguish between two hypotheses without exactly reconstructing signal, literature [12] proposes a detection algorithm based on matching pursuit: Let V   and iteration counter be T, where T should be less than iteration counter required by exact reconstruction signal algorithm based on matching pursuit. , the algorithm use a nonzero threshold  as judgment condition to complete detection. Yet, it doesn't indicate how to obtain the value  , just mentions to choose threshold minimizing detection error based on Monte Carlo simulations in experiment. Obviously, it will take long time and be ineffective to adopt the algorithm to detect known signal in noise. To solve the problem, this paper proposes a detection algorithm based on location information of sparse coefficients. We use the correlation of location information of sparse coefficients of known interested signal and to-be-detected signal as judgment criterion to complete detection task. 
Detection algorithm based on location information of sparse coefficients
Extracting the location information of sparse coefficients
Simulation results and analysis
We set the interested signal T  , the threshold is chosen by the means literature [12] gives out, that is, choosing the value that minimizes the detection error based on Monte Carlo simulations. The number of Monte Carlo simulations of is 5000, threshold ranges [3, 9] , consider the step by 3, 2 and 1 respectively. While in LI detection algorithm, when signal-noise ratio less than 10, we set correlation factor 3   ; otherwise, we set correlation factor 4
  . As table1 shows, when the signal-noise ratio ranges [4, 20] , the success rate of LI doesn't lose to MP. While signal-noise ratio set to 2, the success rate of LI is higher than MP when threshold L=3, a little lower than MP during the situation when threshold L = 2 and L = 1.
On the basis of the simulation above, we go further to compare the time the two algorithms take. Take the situation when SNR=10 as an example, similar results can be reached when selecting other SNR in table 1. In MP, the threshold is chosen by Monte Carlo simulations, thus the less step set, the more time it takes. Considering that, we just observe the situation when step L=3, the rest situations (L=2 and L=1) take more time than L=3. Table 2 shows the comparison results, in which time unit is second. Our platform is MATLAB7.8, Pentium Dual-Core 2.6G, Memory 2G. The time MP takes consists of two aspects: threshold chosen, characteristic quantity extraction and judgment. While LI doesn't have the necessity to select the threshold, so the time consists of location information extraction and detection judgment. As table 2 shows, LI can complete detection more rapidly than MP. From the two simulation results, we can find out that in certain ranges of signal-noise ratio, LI detection algorithm this paper proposed can complete detection at analogous success rate with MP. Furthermore, LI has advantage to complete detection in speed.
Conclusion
This paper introduced a compressive sensing signal detection algorithm based on location information of sparse coefficients. Comparing with detection algorithm based on matching pursuit, the algorithm proposed new judgment criterion, that is, using the location information of sparse coefficients as detection criterion. Simulation results show, LI can complete detection more rapidly without reducing the success rate in certain ranges of signal-noise ratio. For future work, we will study on rapid detection at low signal-noise ratio. 
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